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Chevelle. Up for sale is a Chevelle Chevelle has a freshly rebuilt with less than 20 miles and has
a transmission. Car starts right up and is primered. Floors have been replaced before and have
very little rust. Trunk has minimal rust. One quarter has body work. The fenders are in tact and
have no rust. Doors are solid and close good. Will go with racing seats and has a roll cage. Has
everything for the assembly of front clips, lights, grill bezels. Have front and rear bumpers and
are painted orange. Previous owner lost title, but will provide bill of sale. It is a clear title. A rare

and unmolested original code Muscle Car. PS and PB, all new brakes and completely new front
suspension including springs and under hood components. All new under dash or restored
original ductwork, cables and heater core. Rebuilt Turbo trans with shift kit. Original Powerglide
is included as well as a nice set of 65 SS wheelcovers. Flow master duals with new down pipes
sound amazing. All rust free original sheet metal including floors and trunk with the exception
of a patch panel above the left rear wheel and the entire left rear quarter was painted to match
the brown as best we could. Frame is original and spotless. Originally Evening Orchid - a 65
only color now a ruddy brown with patina. Original white interior partially restored. Some
stained carpet and a few stains on the headliner. Pioneer super tuner with new speakers sounds
great. A nice set of original 65 SS hubcaps are included. Nice, original chrome and stainless.
One small dent in the rear bumper. Runs and drives new. Everything works. Suspension and
everything under the hood is done. Drive as is and make cherry later! I purchased this from my
Grandmother in the mid 70's. It had miles on it. I put it in storage in Took it out of storage and
restored it in It was originaly a cid six cyl, 2 speed automatic. There is about miles on
restoration. Odometer reads Miles I had a with camel hump heads and a Turbo Hydromatic 3
speed tranny. Both have been rebuilt. The interior has been redone as well. Upper and lower ball
joints, steering links had been replaced prior. New springs front and rear, supply and return fuel
lines. I wire wheeled the frame painted it with etching primer and gloss black chassi paint. New
front and rear bumpers. New weather striping kit including, rubber bumpers, paint gaskets and
window felts through out except the wing windows. New windshield, resealed rear window.
Crankshaft has been machined. Rebuilt for unleaded gasoline Camel Hump heads are 's with
62cc chambers. Roller Rocker arms. MSD high energy Distributor. Champion 3 core aluminum
radiator, electric cooling fan with shroud. Transmission has a new converter and shift kit. I
repainted the dash and instrument cluster the original colors. Installed a tachometer where the
clock was. Everything works well. Car is a brand new restoration with 0 miles on Odometer. Was
professionally restored from ground up as listed a must see! Flat Tappet Camshaft Lift:. Every
part was bought new from ground up build! No expense spared as seen in pics call for further
details - Jamie Vehicle is Sold As Is condition and will not be shipped or picked up until full
payment is received and cleared. Buyer is responsible for all shipping fees. If deposit is
received from buyer and does not pay in full after the 3 days of auction close I have the right to
keep deposit and relist the car on auction. No refunds or returns accepted once vehicle leaves.
Great opportunity for the first generation shoe box Chevelle enthusiasts. Real code SS. Built in
the Fremont, CA. Partially restored over a decade ago. Lifetime California car until purchased
and shipped to Illinois in late Underwent a complete, extensive mechanical and interior
restoration in Built into a modified street machine. Please read the complete ad, and make sure
you click on all of the photo links. There are over pictures of the car, over of them documenting
the restoration. Everything in the drivetrain is new. The complete interior is new. Basically,
everything was redone except the exterior. Paint is still in excellent shape. This beauty is fast,
dependable enough to cruise anywhere, and even show worthy. Tremec TKO five speed
transmission. Twelve bolt rear differential. As stated, everything was restored in , with the
exception of the paint. Paint is still in extremely good condition, still has mirror gloss shine.
There are four minor flaws in the finish, three of which are small driving chips that can be
remedied with a brush of touch up paint. The fourth is a small crack and blister on the hood.
These minor flaws are clearly shown in photos. Dual sport mirrors. Rear antenna. Grille is in
excellent condition. Bumpers, door handles, emblems, and remaining chrome are all in very
good condition. All stainless trim is in very good shape. Due to all new suspension, the ride
height is nice and level. Fit and gapping on all the panels is very good. As only a few thousand
miles have been logged since, the interior appears as new. Both front and rear seats were
removed and completely disassembled. All springs and framework were repaired. All new
cushions. New OEM style seat covers. Headliner is new, as well as interior light. New package
tray. Carpet and sill plates are new. All cranks, handles, and interior trim are new. New door
panels. New dash pad. New woodgrain three spoke steering wheel with Bowtie horn button. Full
set of GM seat belts. Custom spun aluminum dash panel with speedometer, odometer,
tachometer, fuel, volts, water temperature, and oil pressure gauges. The Chevelle was born from
the factory with an automatic transmission. Please review the restoration photos of the
conversion from automatic to five speed. OEM style clutch pedal and components were
installed. A new tunnel was fabricated for the console and five speed shifter. This is not some
hack job, as is common with poor restorations. The old tunnel was cut out and a complete new
one was fabricated, using specifications from the transmission manufacturer. Console, Hurst
shifter, and transmission fit perfectly. The heart of this street machine is the Cu. Dynoed at HP.
Air Research aluminum heads. Comp Cams custom grind hydraulic flat tappet cam. Eagle
forged crank. Eagle I beam rods. Forged pistons. Delco HEI ignition. Hedman Headers

connected to custom fabricated dual three inch exhaust. Exhaust fits snuggly in the
undercarriage, no clearance problems. Flowmaster mufflers. Aluminum radiator. Ram clutch.
Hurst shifter. Rebuilt GM twelve bolt rear differential with 3. Finished in splatter paint. New
brake system. Disc on the front and drums on the rear. New power booster and master cylinder.
New lines. New polyurethane bushings. New heavy duty front and rear sway bars. Power
steering. Frame and undercarriage is finished in frame black. There are no hidden issues, no
mysteries, no smoke and mirrors. This is an investment quality muscle car. Dependable enough
to drive anywhere. Fast, good looking, and very comfortable to drive. If you search the internet,
you will find many partially restored or poorly restored base Malibus listed at the same price as
this professionally restored, real Super Sport. This beauty will bring years of enjoyment to the
new owner. Any questions, please call Randy at Buyer is responsible for all shipping
arrangements and shipping costs. All other payment methods must be agreed upon by both
parties before end of auction. Please contact us via telephone or email immediately after end of
auction to discuss payment arrangements. Payment in full due within one week of auction end
unless other arrangements are made. Please follow all the terms of sale for this auction,
including deposit and final payment requirements. This listing is for a Chevelle Malibu 2dr
coupe. This a two long term owner vehicle. The car has a very unusual array of extra cost
options which include More common options include Under the hood is a non matching
numbers strong running V8 with approximately 67K miles on it and also happens to be a
California smog motor. The motor runs very good,but some of the valve seals are starting to get
dried up causing some oil consumption. Currently getting around 20 MPG on the highway. The
transmission is working very well and is also non original,but is actually from another '65
Chevelle. The original 10 bolt rear axle was recently removed and upgraded with a low mileage
12 bolt rear original from a '65 Chevelle with ratio non posi. This car is street driven daily and
has been since I have owned it the last ten years. Mechanically it is very good and has been
dependable thanks to all aspects of maintainence. Has newer tires,brakes,front suspension
parts, dual exhaust,U-joints, radiator,heater core and the usual under hood items. The car is in
desperate need of body work to correct rust issues which includes the floor, trunk pan and the
gas tank mounting braces. The frame is showing surface rust in various places but is overall
very solid thanks to some service that was done to it by the first owner. The 51 year old interior
is also in desperate need of restoring and is showing it's age. Hopefully the next owner can
restore the car before it gets any worse or older. Thanks for looking and I look forward to
hearing from you! Model Malibu. Before any offers are accepted we must here from you by
phone either send us your number or give us a call. Any Questions Call Donnie at Photo
GalleryAdditional InformationWarranty This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no
warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as
to the condition and value and to bid based upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will
make every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Our hours of operations is Monday thru
Friday 8am to 6pm and closed Saturday for appointment only and closed Sundays. See our
other listingsDisclaimer: This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All
vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe
this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the
auction. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty, expressed written or
implied. You can call Donnie Martin at Or call Brad Martin at [zipedit] This auction is a legally
binding contract to buy this vehicle. Front grill kit, Chrome Instrument Cluster. Old school
modified classic with custom grill and rectangle headlights, paint, pinstripe, diamond stitch
interior, fender flares, dummy spotlights and dual antennas. Was pretty cool 30 years ago.
Hasnt been drove since , but was still driveable when parked. Started engine and ran for an hour
a few weeks ago, good for old fuel. Cant start it now due to colder weather but there are no
problems with the engine. Has been started only a couple times in past years never driven,
stayed in same yard under tarp. Trunk has damage but will come with extra trunk lid. This is a
great car for restoration or some work and drive. All original drivetrain so it is numbers
matching, cu with 2 bbl and 4 spd on the floor, and factory air conditioning. Clean clear arizona
title, beautiful driver quality rust free car silver with House of Color Ice red pearl that really
comes out in the sunlight. This is a nice driver quality paint job that gets complements wherever

I go. Very low miles on Motor and transmission. Motor is a 4 bolt main stroker freshly sealed.
Transmission has very low miles and has also been freshly sealed. Disk breaks, Rally wheels
with brand new tires. New gas tank and sending unit. New fuel pump and filter. New starter.
Electric fan. I'm sure I've left a bunch out??? Please ask questions before bidding if you are
unsure. I can send additional pictures upon request. The car is also for sale local so I reserve
the right to end the auction at any time. Car is being sold as is with NO warranty. Call Tyler at
with any question. Aluminum manifold, demon carb, headers, turbo , and about a Stahl
converter. Also includes a ratchet shifter, Ford 9 inch rear with gears posi with good axles.
Torque thrust wheels, ET street tires on the back. Truly a beautiful classic car, would be perfect
for restoration! The interior has some wear and tear that needs to be repaired, and the exterior
has some small minor rust spots that need to be seen to. The engine is in excellent shape, it
runs and drives like a dream; all the signals work, the lights work, truly a great project car for a
beginner! This is a true vin SS car. The interior has been redone with new sound deadening,
new headliner, new carpet, new door panels. The car does not retain its original or powerglide
they were pulled out in by the owner who brought the car from TX to WI but does still have its 12
bolt rear differential. The Chevelle is currently powered by a small block chevy with weiand
intake, edelbrock 4 barrel cfm carb, HEI distributor, and a turbo automatic transmission.
Original power assist drum brakes and power steering make this Chevelle an excellent cruiser.
Car does need some tinkering, it is not a point show car but is an excellent driver! Drive and
enjoy or pull the motor and trans and put your powertrain of choice in this rust free Chevelle SS.
Last photo in pictures is the car before it was redone. Car is for sale locally. Prefer local sale,
will consider shipping at buyers expense. Please contact
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me for either more details, more pictures, etc. I am uncomfortable selling a car to someone who
does not see the car for themselves, as so, I would be uncomfortable buying a car site unseen.
Serious inquiries only. If you require the car to be shipped, I would like to sort out details of
transportation for the car before selecting the buy it now, otherwise if there is no
communication prior to, I will either cancel the bid or arrange for a local sale. Thank you for
your understanding. Serious inquires only: No text messages. Bakersfield, CA. Miami, FL.
Georgetown, TX. Oregon City, OR. Green Bay, WI. South Milwaukee, WI. Absarokee, MT. Alert
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